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Abstract— In battery driven portable applications, the mini-
mization of energy, average power, peak power, and peak power
differential are equally important to improve reliability and
efficiency. The peak power and the peak power differential
drive the transient characteristics of a CMOS circuit. In this
paper, we propose a framework for simultaneous reduction of
the energy and transient power during behavioral synthesis. A
new metric called ”Cycle Power Function” (CPF) is defined
which captures the transient power characteristics as an equally
weighted sum of the normalized mean cycle power and the
normalized mean cycle differential power. Minimizing CPF using
multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking under
resource constraints results in the reduction of both energy and
transient power. The cycle differential power can be modeled
either as the absolute deviation from the average power or as
the cycle-to-cycle power gradient. Based on the above, we develop
a new datapath scheduling algorithm called CPF-scheduler which
attempts at power and energy minimization by minimizing
the CPF parameter by the scheduling process. The type and
number of functional units available becomes the set of resource
constraints for the scheduler. Experimental results indicate that
the proposed scheduler achieves significant reductions in terms
of power and energy.

Index Terms— Peak power, peak power differential, average
power, power fluctuation, multiple supply voltages, dynamic
frequency clocking, low-power datapath scheduling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Low power circuit design is a three dimensional problem
involving area, performance and power trade-offs. Becauseof
the decreasing feature size and increasing packing density,
it may be possible to trade area versus power [1]. The
decreasing feature size and the increasing clock frequency
together result in high on-chip electric fields which has made
reliability a big challenge for the designers [1], [2], [3].The
proliferation of the use of portable systems combined with
other issues such as reliability, thermal considerations,and
environmental concerns have driven the need for low power
designs [2]. In low power designs for battery driven portable
applications, the total energy, the average power, the peak
power and the peak power differential are all equally important
considerations. Both peak power and peak power differential
drive the transient characteristics of the CMOS circuit. The life
time and efficiency of battery is affected by all of the above
parameters [4], [5], since higher the current (power) lesser the
electrochemical conversion efficiency. The minimization of all
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the four power and energy parameters is crucial in designing
efficient and reliable integrated circuits.

The three sources of power dissipation in a CMOS digital
circuit are dynamic power (

��
), short-circuit power (

���
) and

static power (
��

) as summerized in Eqn. 1 below [1], [6] :������ � �� 	 ��� 	 ��� 
� � ���� 	 � 
� ��� ���� 	 � ����� (1)

where,



is the switching activity,
�

is the total capacitance
seen at the gate output,

�
is the supply voltage,

����
is

the operating frequency,
�

is the time for which short-circuit
occurs,

���
is the short-circuit current and

�����
is the leakage

current. In [3], it is pointed out that there is an increase inboth
dynamic and static power in deep submicron and nanometer
domains. It is well known that (i) by reducing supply voltage,
both power and energy can be saved compromising delay, (ii)
slowing down the circuit by reducing the clock frequency
will save power but not energy, and finally, (iii) varying
frequency as well as voltage in a coordinated manner could
save both energy and power while maintaining performance at
acceptable levels [7], [6], [8].

In this work, we use the concepts of multiple voltages
and dynamic clocking [9], [10], [11] to achieve simultaneous
minimization of energy and transient power during behavioral
synthesis. We develop a new framework for simultaneous
minimization of total energy and transient power during the
synthesis of datapath circuits. The rest of the paper is or-
ganized as follows. The background and the various related
works are discussed in the following section. The derivation
of the CPF function based on the two models as well as
the scheduling algorithm are presented next, followed by the
experimental results and conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Several researchers have explored the use of multiple supply
voltages for energy reduction during datapath synthesis. In
[12], an ILP formulation and a heuristic for variable voltage
scheduling is presented. An ILP-based scheduling algorithm
called MOVER (Multiple Operating Voltage Energy Reduc-
tion) is discussed in [13] and another ILP-based algorithm
called MESVS (Minimum Energy Schedule with Voltage
Selection) is presented in [14]. The difference between the
two algorithms is that MESVS can select a discrete set of
voltages, whereas MOVER can select a continuous range
of voltages. A dynamic programming technique for multiple
supply voltage scheduling is discussed in [15]. A low power
datapath synthesis system called SCALP is discussed in [16],
which uses both voltage scaling and capacitance reduction.
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A time constrained multiple voltage scheduling technique is
proposed in [17]. A resource constrained scheduling algorithm
with multiple supply voltages is given in [18] which helps in
reducing power using multiple supply voltages. The authors
in [19] propose a resource-constrained and a time-constrained
instruction scheduling algorithms for low power pipelined
functional units. In [20], resource and latency constrained list-
based scheduling algorithms with multiple supply voltages
are discussed. Scheduling algorithms with resource and time
constraints based on the Lagrange multiplier technique are
investigated in [21]. The above scheduling techniques consider
various concepts such as single clock frequency, multiple
supply voltages, voltage scaling, capacitance reduction,and
switching activity reduction for minimizing either total energy
or average power, but not both at the same time. Further,
these works have not considered dynamic frequency clocking
or transient power reduction.

Both the peak power and the peak power differential drive
the transient power characteristics of a system. The earliest
work on peak power reduction during simultaneous scheduling
and assignment is reported in [22], in which power minimiza-
tion achieved in one level (with SPICE) is used to optimize
at behavioral level using genetic algorithms. In [23], ILP and
force directed scheduling methods are explored for minimizing
peak power under latency constraints. The formulations con-
sider multicycling, pipelining and single supply voltage.ILP
based models to minimize peak power and peak area have been
proposed in [24] for latency constraint scheduling. The authors
also introduce resource binding to minimize the amount of
switching at the input of functional units. In [25], the authors
describe a time constrained ILP scheduling algorithm for real
time systems that minimizes both peak power and number
of resources. In [26], the use of data monitor operations
for simultaneous peak power and peak power differential
reduction is addressed. The above works address only peak
power issues and do not include energy minimization and
only attempt to minimize any one of the four parameters. In
[27], the authors introduce the use of ”telescopic” units to
improve the throughput. The telescopic units allow variation
in the number of clock cycles for execution depending on the
input data.

A SIMD linear array image processor design is discussed
in [11] in which the modules of a circuit can be operated
in different frequencies to improve the system performance.
The concept of dynamic frequency clocking is introduced in
[11]. A low power design using multiple clocking scheme
is presented in [28]. If the overall effective frequency is

�
,

then the circuit is partitioned into� different disjoint modules
with each module operating at the frequency� �� � indicating
power savings of up to��� compared to using a single
frequency. The use of frequency scaling in an MPEG2 decoder
design is described in [10]. In this system, the clock speed
is increased if the load is high and the clock frequency is
decreased if the load is small. A time constrained heuristic
scheduling algorithm is discussed in [29] that uses both
frequency and voltage scaling. Energy savings in the range
of �� � ��� is reported, but power savings is not mentioned.
Several system-level approaches [7], [8] have been investigated

towards reducing power consumption in both general purpose
and special purpose processors with the help of simultaneous
voltage and frequency scaling.

Most works as discussed above address either average power
or energy or peak power, but do not address all of the
power parameters (average power, energy, peak power, and
peak power differential) together. In this work, we describe
a framework for simultaneous minimization of total energy,
average power, peak power, and peak power differential. A
new parameter calledCycle Power Function(CPF) is defined
which is an equally weighted sum of normalized mean cycle
power and normalized mean cycle differential power. Minimiz-
ing this parameter using multiple supply voltages (MV) and
dynamic frequency clocking (DFC) results in the reduction of
both energy and transient power. We investigate two different
models for defining CPF. The cycle differential power is
defined as the absolute deviation of the cycle power from the
average power for any given cycle in the first model whereas it
is defined as the cycle-to-cycle power gradient in the second.
Further, the CPF models take into consideration the switching
activity of the different functional units. A datapath scheduling
algorithm (called, CPF-Scheduler) is proposed which attempts
to minimize the CPF while keeping the time penalty at
a minimum and using the concepts of dynamic frequency
clocking and multiple supply voltages. The algorithm assumes
different types and numbers of resources (such as, multipliers
and ALUs) operating at different voltages and frequencies as
resource constraints. The CPF-scheduling algorithm generates
a parameter calledCycle Frequency Index, �� �

for each control
step which serves as the clock dividing factor for theDynamic
Clocking Unit(DCU) generates the different clock frequencies
on the fly.

III. C YCLE POWER FUNCTION (CPF)

In this section, we introduce the different notations and
terminology required for defining the cycle power function
(CPF). The notations and terminology needed for the proposed
models are given in Table I. The datapath is represented as a
sequencing data flow graph (DFG).

The CPF is defined to consist of two main components: the
normalized mean cycle power and the normalized mean cycle
difference power. The normalized mean cycle power (

��� !
)

is the mean cycle power (
�

) normalized with respect to the
peak power consumption (

�"���
) of the DFG. The normalized

mean cycle difference power (# � �� !
) is the mean cycle

difference power (# �
) normalized with respect to the peak

power differential of the DFG. The second component varies
between the two models. The mean difference power is the
mean of the cycle difference power# � �

over the control
steps. In model 1, the cycle difference power# � �

is defined as
the absolute deviation of the cycle power from the mean cycle
power. Then, the mean cycle difference power# �

is the mean
deviation of the cycle power from the mean cycle power. On
other hand, in model 2, the cycle difference power# � �

of a
current cycle is modeled as the cycle-to-cycle power gradient.
In other words, the cycle difference power# � �

of a current
control step� is the difference (or gradient) of the current cycle
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TABLE I

L IST OF NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY USED FOR MODELINGCPF$
: total number of control steps in the DFG%
: total number of operations in the DFG& : a control step or a clock cycle in the DFG'( : any operation), where* + ) + %

,,-
: the total power consumption of all functional units
active in control step& (cycle power consumption),./01
: peak power consumption for the DFG,
: mean or average power consumption of the DFG,2345
: normalised mean power consumption of the DFG6, -
: difference power for cycle&6, ./01
: peak differential power consumption for the DFG6,
: mean of the cycle difference powers7 & in DFG6, 2345
: normalised mean of the mean cycle difference power8 , 9
: cycle power function9 :1 ;< : any functional unit of type= at voltage level>9 :( : any functional unit

9 :1 ;< needed by'( for
its execution ('( ? 9 :1 ;< )9 :( ;- : any functional unit

9 :( active in control step&@-
: total number of functional units active in step&
(same as the number of operations scheduled in&)A( ;- : switching activity of resource

9 :( ;-B( ;- : operating voltage of resource
9 :( ;-8( ;- : load capacitance of resource
9 :( ;-C-

: frequency of control step&
power and the previous cycle power. This can be expressed
mathematically as,# � � � �� ���DE

or # � �F E � ��F E ���
.

In this case, the mean cycle difference power# �
is the mean

difference (or the gradient).

A. Model 1 : CPF using absolute deviation

For a set of� observations,GE H G  H IIIIH G� from a given
distribution, the sample mean (which is an unbiased estimator
for the population mean,J ) is K � E� L�MN E G M. The absolute
deviation of these observations is defined asOGM � PG M � K P

.
The mean deviation of the observations is given byQ # �E� L�MN E PG M � K P

. In this case, we model the cycle difference
power# � �

as the absolute deviation of cycle power
��

from
the mean cycle power

�
. Similarly, the mean difference power# �

is modeled as mean deviation of the cycle power
��

. The
mean cycle power

�
is an unbiased estimate of the average

power consumption of the DFG.
The power consumption for any control step� is given by

Eqn. 2. This is the total power consumption of all functional
units active in control step�. This also includes the power
consumption of the level converters where the level converters
are considered as resources operating in a cycle�, if the current
resource is driven by a resource operating at lower voltage.�� � LRSMN E 
 MT�� M T� � M T� ��

(2)

The peak power consumption of the DFG is the maximum
power consumption over all theU control steps which can be
expressed as below.�"��� � K VG W� �XY �N E T TZZZZ[� K VG \LRSMN E 
 M T�� M T�� M T� ��]Y�N E T TZZZZ[ (3)

The mean cycle power consumption of the DFG is defined as,� � E[ L[�NE � � � E[ L [�NE \LRSMN E 
 MT�� M T�� M T� ��]
(4)

The mean cycle power
�

is an unbiased estimate of the aver-
age power consumption of the DFG. The true average power
consumption of the DFG is the total energy consumption of
the DFG per clock cycle or per second. The normalised mean
cycle power (

��� !
) is obtained by dividing

�
by maximum

cycle power (
�"���

).��� ! � ^^_`ab � cd L dSec L fSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S! �m \LfSgec hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S]nSe cil iooood (5)

Thus, the normalised mean cycle power (
��� !

) is an unitless
quantitity in the range [0,1].

The cycle difference power (# � �
) for any control step can

be defined as follows. This is the absolute deviation of the
cycle power from the mean cycle power consumption of the
DFG. This is a measure of the cycle power fluctuation of the
DFG. # � � � P� � �� P� ppp E[ L[�N E \LRSMN E 
 M T�� M T� � M T� ��]� LRSMN E 
 MT�� MT� � M T��� ppp (6)

The peak differential power which characterizes the maximum
power fluctuation of the DFG is given by (# � "���

). This
characterizes the maximum power fluctuation or the transient
of the DFG over the entire set of control steps.# � "��� � KVG WP� � �� PXY �N E T TZZZZ[� KVG \ppp E[ L [�NE \L RSMN E 
 MT�� MT� � M T���]� LRSMN E 
M T�� MT�� M T� �� ppp]Y�N E T TZZZ[ (7)

The mean cycle difference power (# �
) is calculated as the

sample mean of# � �
. This is a measure of the power spread

or distribution of the cycle power over all control steps of the
DFG.# � � E[ L [�NE # � � � E[ L[�N E P� � �� P� E[ L [�NE \ppp E[ L[�NE \LRSMN E 
 MT�� M T�� M T� ��]� LRSMN E 
 MT�� M T� � M T� �� ppp] (8)

The normalised mean cycle difference power (# � �� !
) can

be written as given below.# � �� ! � q^q^ _`ab �cd LdSec \ppp cd L dSec \L fSgec hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S] DLfSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S ppp]! �m \ppp cd L dSec \L fSgec hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S]DL fSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S ppp]nS(9)
The above normalised mean cycle difference power# � �� !
is a unitless quantity in the range [0,1].

The cycle power function
� � r

which is modeled as the
equally weighted sum of the normalized mean cycle power
(
��� !

) and the normalized mean cycle difference power
(# ��� !

) is given below.� � r ���� ! H # � �� ! � � ��� ! 	 # � �� !
(10)

Thus, the
� � r

will have a value in the range [0,2]. The
� � r

can be impacted by various constraints, including the resource
constraints. In terms of peak cycle power (

�"���
) and peak
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cycle difference power (# � "���
), the CPF can be expressed

as :� � r � ^^_`ab 	 q ^q^ _`ab � cd LdSec ^S^_`ab 	 cd LdSec s^ D^S sq ^ _`ab (11)

Using Eqn. 5 and 9, the cycle power function (
� � r

) can be
written as follows.� � r � cd L dSec L fSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S! �m \L fSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S]nS

	
cd LdSec \ppp cd L dSec \L fSgec hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S]DL fSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S ppp]! �m \ppp cd L dSec \L fSgec hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S]DL fSge c hg iSj g iS k lg iS �S ppp]nS(12)

B. Model 2 : CPF using cycle-to-cycle gradient

For a setG E H G H IIIIH G� of � observations from a given
distribution, the observation-to-observation gradient can be
defined as,

PG MF E � GM P, where t u � u � � t. The mean
gradient is given by

E�DE L�DEMN E PG MF E � G M P. It should be noted
that there are� � t gradients for� observations. In this case,
we model the cycle difference power# � �

as the cycle-to-
cycle power gradient and the mean difference power# �

as
the mean gradient. The models for the mean cycle power or
the average power (Eqn. 2 - 4) remains the same as before.
The cycle difference power (# � �

) for any control step is
defined as the difference in the power consumption of the
current to the previous control step, as given below.# � �FE � P� �F E � �� P� pppLRSvcMN E 
M T�F E�M T�F E� M T�F E ��F E� LRSMN E 
 MT�� MT�� M T� �� ppp (13)

The peak differential power is characterized by (# � "���
) :# � "��� � K VG WP� �F E � �� PXY �N E T TZZZZ[ DE� K VG \pppLRSvcMN E 
 MT�F E� MT�F E� M T�F E ��F E� LRSMN E 
M T��M T�� M T� �� ppp]Y �N E T TZZZ[ DE (14)

The mean cycle difference power (# �
) is calculated as,# � � E[ DE L[ DE�N E # � �F E� E[ DE L[ DE�N E P� �F E � �� P� E[ DE L[ DE�N E \pppLRSvcMN E 
 M T�F E� M T�F E� M T�F E��F E� LRSMN E 
 MT�� M T�� M T� �� ppp]

(15)

Using Eqn. 5, 14 and 15, the cycle power function (
� � r

)
can be written as follows.� � r � ��� ! 	 # � �� !� ^^_`ab 	 q^q^ _`ab� cd L dSec ^ S^_`ab 	 cd wc L d wcSe c s^ Sv cD^S sq ^ _`ab (16)

The power models expressed in equations 16 and 12 use
generic parameters, such as


M T� H � M T� H �M T� and
��

to keep
the CPF definition independent of any specific energy or
power models. It can accomodate both the look-up table based
energy (power) models and energy (power) macro-models. The

generic model can also help in easy integration of the
� � r

model in a behavioral synthesis tool that uses both behavioral
power estimator and datapath scheduler. Using the dynamic
energy model proposed in [15], we can express the effective
switching capacitance of our proposed model as,
M�M � ��x M �
 M E H 
 M � (17)

Here, the

M and

�M are the parameters corresponding to
the functional unit

r yM. The
��x M is a measure of the

effective switching capacitance of resource (functional unit)r yM, which is a function of

M E and


M  ; where

M E and
M are the average switching activity values on the first and

second input operands of resource
r yM. It should be noted

that the above switching model (in Eqn. 17) handles input
pattern dependencies. The

� � r
model can be easily modified

for different modes of operation of the datapath circuit: (i)
single supply voltage and single frequency, (ii) multiple supply
voltages and single frequency, (iii) multiple supply voltages
and dynamic frequency and (iv) multiple supply voltage and
multicycling. For example, for single supply voltage and single
frequency scheme,

�M T� and
��

are same for all�, for multiple
supply voltage and multicycling

��
is same for all�. Using

Eqn. 17 we rewrite Eqn. 12 as,� � r � cd L dSec L fSge c jz{ g iS k lg iS �S! �m \L fSge c j z{ g iS k lg iS �S]nS	 cd L dSec \ppp cd LdSec \L fSgec j z{ g iS k lg iS �S] DL fSge c jz{ g iS k lg iS �S ppp]!�m \ppp cd LdSec \LfSge c jz{ g iS k lg iS �S]DL fSge c j z{ g iS k lg iS �S ppp]nS(18)
Using Eqn. 17 we can derive a similar expression for Eqn.
16. The notation

��x M T� represents
��x M for the functional

unit
r yM active in control step�. A look-up table constructed

to store the
��x M values for different combinations of (


M E and
M) for different types of functional units, such as multipliers
and ALUs. We use interpolation technique to determine the��x M values for the (


M E and

M ) combinations that are not

available in the look-up table. The size of the look-up table
impact the accuracy of the results; larger the size better isthe
accuracy.

Minimization of
� � r

:
� � r

is used as the objective
function for low power datapath scheduling. From the above
equations, we make the following observations about the
cycle power function (

� � r
). The

� � r
is a non-linear

function. It is a function of four parameters, such as average
power (

�
), peak power (

�"���
), average difference power

(# �
) and peak difference power (# � "���

). Each of the
above power parameters are dependent on switching activity,
capacitance, operating voltage and operating frequency. The
absolute function (V|} or

P P
) in the numerator (of Eqn. 12 or

16) contributes to the nonlinearity. The complex behavior of
the function is also contributed by the denominator parameters,�"���

and # � "���
. A fractional function can be minimized

by decreasing the numerator or by increasing the denominator.
But, we are aiming at minimizing both the numerator and
denominator of the above fractional form objective function.
So, we need to use specific approach to minimize

� � r
, such

that both the numerator and denominator are minimized. We
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have to put constraints on the denominators of the function
and minimize the overall function. The constraints on the
denominators can be imposed through the use of resource
constraints.Thus, we conclude that the minimization of

� � r
using multiple supply voltages, dynamic frequency clocking
and multicycling under resource constraints will lead to the
reduction of energy and power parameters.

IV. CPF-SCHEDULER ALGORITHM

In this section, we develop a scheduling algorithm that
minimizes the objective functions using multiple voltages
and dynamic clocking to reduce energy and the power. We
assume the availability of different functional units operating
at different supply voltages. In dynamic frequency clocking or
frequency scaling, all the units are clocked by a single clock
line which can switch frequencies at run-time [11], [9], [10].
In such systems, a dynamic clocking unit (DCU) generates
different clocks using a clock dividing strategy. It shouldbe
noted that frequency scaling helps in reducing power, but
not energy. Moreover, the frequency reduction facilitatesthe
operations of the different functional units at different voltages,
which in turn helps in energy reduction.

The target architecture model assumed for the scheduling
is from [13]. Each functional unit is associated with a register
and a multiplexor. The register and the multiplexor will operate
at the same voltage level as that of the functional units. Level
converters are used when a low-voltage functional unit is
driving a high-voltage functional unit [13], [20]. A controller
decides which of the functional units are active in each control
step and those that are not active are disabled using the
multiplexors. The controller will have a storage unit to store
the cycle frequency index (�� ��

) values obtained from the
scheduling, used as the clock dividing factor for the dynamic
clocking unit. The cycle frequency

��
is generated dynamically

and a corresponding functional unit is activated.
The delay for a control step is dependent on the delays

of the functional units (~� � ), multiplexor (~� �m
), register

(~R��
) and level converters (~j ��� ) as expressed in following

equation. ~� � ~� � 	 ~� �m 	 ~R�� 	 ~j ��� (19)

where, ~�
is the delay of control step�, ~� � is the delay

of the slowest FU in the control step� and the register
delays include the set-up and propagation delays. Using the
above delay model, the worst case delays of the library
components are estimated. For a given base frequency (

�����
),

maximum frequencies of each FU are scaled down to operating
frequencies��� �. These parameters are determined as follows
: ����� � � �E��� g�S ��� � �� �

�� �� � � ��S ��� g�S �� � ���� � ��az`�� MS
(20)

where,~! M��
is the minimum of the control step delays and�� is the number of allowable frequencies. The value of� is

chosen in such a way that�� ��
is closest value greater than

or equal to � �S�� g�S �.
The inputs to the algorithm are an unscheduled data flow

graph (UDFG), the resource constraints, the number of allow-
able voltage levels (

�k ), the number of allowable frequencies
(
�� ), delay of each resource (~� � ), multiplexor (~� �m

),
register (~R��

) at different voltage levels. The delays of level
converters (~j ��� ) are represented in the form of a matrix that
shows the delay for converting one voltage level

�M to another
voltage level

��
(where, both

�M H �� � ��� ). The resource
constraint includes the number of ALUs and multipliers at
different voltage levels

�M (where,
�M � ��� ). The scheduling

algorithm determines the proper time stamp for each operation,�����
, �� ��

and the voltage level such that
� � r

as well as
the time penalty is minimum. To reduce the time penalty, the
lesser energy consuming resources are used at as maximum
frequency as possible.

The CPF-Scheduler: The flow of the proposed algorithm
is outlined in Fig. 1. In step 1, the switching activities at
the inputs of each node of the DFG are determined. For this
purpose, different sets of application specific input vectors
(having different correlations) are given at the primary inputs
of the DFG and the average switching activity at each node
is calculated. In step 2, the scheduler constructs a look-up
table with effective switching capacitance and the average
switching activity pair as described in Eqn. 17. If the look-
up table is large enough to contain the switching capacitance
for all estimated average switching activities is step 1, then
the power model accuracy is the highest. The algorithm
determines the as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) and the as-late-
as-possible (ALAP) schedules for the UDFG in step 3. The
ASAP schedule is unconstrained and the ALAP schedule uses
the number of clock steps found in the ASAP schedule as
the latency constraint. In step 4, the number of resources of
each type and voltage levels is determined. For example, if
the resource constraint ist multiplier at � I��

, � multipliers
at � I��

, � ALUs at � I��
and � ALUs at � I��

, then the
relaxed voltage initial resource constraint is found out tobe� multipliers and� ALUs. In step 5, the scheduler uses the
above relaxed voltage resource constraints and modifies the
ASAP and ALAP schedules to take into account the resource
constraints. This helps in restricting the mobility of vertices
to a great extent and reducing the solution search space for
the heuristic. Due to the resource constraints the number of
control steps of modified ASAP and modified ALAP may
be different from that of the ASAP and ALAP schedule in
step 3. In step 6, the scheduler fixes the total number of
control steps of the schedule which is the maximum of the
control steps of the modified ASAP or modified ALAP in
step 5. In step 7, the vertices are marked as having zero
mobility or non-zero mobility. The zero mobility vertices are
those having same modified ASAP time stamp and modified
ALAP time stamp, and non-zero mobility vertices are those
having different modified ASAP and modified ALAP time
stamp. On determining the vertices having zero mobility and
vertices having non-zero mobility, proper time stamp and
operating voltage for mobile vertices, and operating voltages
for non-mobile vertices are found out. Further, operating clock
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Input : UDFG, resource constraints,
�k ,

�� , all
�M � ��� , ~� � , ~� �m

, ~R��
, ~j ���

Output : scheduled DFG,
�����

, U , �� ��
, power, energy and delay estimates

Step 1 : Calculate the switching activity at the inputs of each nodeof the DFG.
Step 2 : Construct a look-up table of effective switching capacitance, switching activity pairs.
Step 3 : Find ASAP and ALAP schedules of the UDFG.
Step 4 : Determine the number of multipliers and ALUs at different operating voltages.
Step 5 : Modify both ASAP and ALAP schedules obtained in Step 1 usingthe number of

resources found in Step 2 as initial resource constraint.
Step 6 : Calculate the total number of control steps as the maximum of ASAP and ALAP schedules from Step 5.
Step 7 : Find the vertices having non-zero mobility and vertices with zero mobility.
Step 8 : Use the CPF-Scheduler-Heuristics to assign the time stampand operating voltage for

the vertices, and the cycle frequencies such that
� � r

and time penalty are minimum.
Step 9 : Find base frequency

�����
and cycle frequency index�� ��

.
Step 10 : Calculate power, energy and delay details.

Fig. 1. The CPF-Scheduler algorithm flow

frequencies are established such that the
� � r

as well as the
time penalty is minimum. The CPF-Scheduler uses an heuristic
algorithm for the same. In step 9, the scheduler determines the
base frequency (

�����
) and cycle frequency index (�� ��

) using
Eqn. 20. In step 10, the scheduler calculates the peak power,
average power, peak power differential, energy estimates of
the scheuled DFG and also the critical path delay.

The CPF-Scheduler Heuristic: Fig. 2 shows the heuristic
algorithm used by the CPF-Scheduler. The inputs to the
CPF-Scheduler heuristic are modified ASAP time stamp of
each vertex (�M), the modified ALAP time stamp of each
vertex (�M), the resource constraints, the number of allowable
voltage levels (

�k ), the number of allowable frequencies (
�� ).

Delay of each functional unit (~� � ), multiplexor (~� �m
),

register (~R��
) at different voltage levels are also given as

inputs. Delays of level converters (~j ��� ) is represented in
the form of a matrix. The heuristic has to find time stamp� (in the range [�M H � M]) and operating voltage

�M T� for each
vertex �M with operation�M. The aim of the heuristic is to
minimize

� � r
while keeping time penalty at a minimum.

The heuristic minimized time ratio�  alongwith
� � r

to
minimize the time penalty. The time ratio (�  ) is defined as
the ratio between the critical path delay when the vertices of
the DFG are operating at multiple voltage (¡q ) and when
each of the vertices of the DFG is operated at the highest
voltage. Expressing mathematically,�  �  ¢ £ . These two
objectives, minimization of

� � r
(minimization of energy

and power) and minimization of time penalty are mutually
conflicting. This is due to the fact that if operating voltage
is reduced to minimize energy or power consumption this
results in increase of critical path delay and hence increase
of time penalty. The heuristic operates the energy hungry
functional units at the highest possible voltage (frequency)
and the less energy consuming functional units at lowest
voltage (frequency) to achieve the simultaneous minimization
of the mutually conflicting objectives. The heuristic fixes the
operating voltages of the non-mobile vertices as per this
order depending on the types of resource they need. The
heuristic attempts to find suitable time stamp and operating
voltage for the mobile vertices using exhaustive search. The

mobile-vertices are attempted to be placed in each of the
time stamps within their mobile range ([�M H � M]), when each
placement and voltage assignment is done, the

� � r
and�  value is calculated. The predecessor and successor time

stamps are adjusted accordingly to maintain the precedence.
For this purpose the heuristic maintains a matrix of dimension
(U ¤ P¥ P��� ) having number of resources of different types
(
¥
) as entries rowwise over all control steps. The

P¥ P
is the

type of resources available, for example, if only multiplier
and ALUs are the available resources then the

P¥ P � �. If
a voltage is assigned for a vertex, then the matrix entry of
the corresponding type and operating voltage is decremented.
A particular vertex is placed in a cycle for which the sum of� � r

and�  is minimum. The heuristic, initially assumes the
modified ASAP schedule (with relaxed voltage resource con-
strained) as the current schedule (line 01). In case a vertexis
a multiplication operation, then the initial voltage assignment
is the minimum available operating depending on the number
of multipliers, whereas, for ALU operations vertex, it is the
maximum available operating voltage (line 04-08). Then the� � r

and�  value for the current schedule is calculated (line
09 and line 10). The heuristic finds

� � r
(and �  ) values

for each allowable control step of each mobile vertices and
for each available operating voltages denoted as Temp

� � r
(and Temp�  ) (line 17-20). The statement in line 17 adjusts
the current schedule by adjusting the time stamps of successor
vertices while maintaining the resource constraint (usingthe
matrix) and guaranting that the precedence is satisfied. In line
12, the vertices are visited in ASAP manner. Another possible
way of visiting the mobile vertices is to prioritise them in
some manner, say vertex with lower mobility is visited first.
The heuristic fixes the time step and operating voltage for a
vertex and hence cycle frequency for which

� � r 	 �  is
minimum (line 22-26). For

� � r
computation the heuristics

uses
E�S as a temporary measure for

��
. The above steps are

repeated until all mobile vertices are time stamped.

Time complexity of CPF-Scheduler Heuristic: Let there beP� P
number of vertices in the DFG, out of which

P�! P
number

of vertices have mobility and the maximum mobility of any
mobile vertex is¦! . It should be noted that the total number
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CPF-Scheduler-Heuristic
(01) Initialize CurrentSchedule as modified ASAPSchedule ;
(02) while( all mobile vertices are not time stamped ) do
(03) §
(04) for the CurrentSchedule
(05) §
(06) if ( �M is a multiplication ) then find the lowest available voltage for multipliers;
(07) if ( �M is add/sub/comparison ) then find the highest available operating voltage for ALUs;
(08) ¨ /* end for (04) */
(09) Find

� � r
for CurrentSchedule and denote is as Current

� � r
;

(10) Find �  for CurrentSchedule and denote is as Current�  ;
(11) Maximum

� �© ;
(12) for each mobile vertex�M
(13) §
(14) � t �

CurrentSchedule[�M]; �� �
ALAPSchedule[�M];

(15) for � � �t to �� in steps of 1
(16) §
(17) Find a TempSchedule by adjusting CurrentSchedule in which �M is scheduled in step� ;
(18) Find next higher operating voltage for multipliers (next lower for ALUs) vertex for the TempSchedule;
(19) Find

� � r
for TempSchedule, denoted by Temp

� � r
;

(20) Find �  for TempSchedule, denoted Temp�  ;
(21) Difference

�
(Current

� � r 	
Current�  ) � (Temp

� � r 	
Temp�  ) ;

(22) if ( Differenceª Maximum ) then
(23) §
(24) Maximum = Difference ; CurrentVertex =�M ; CurrentCycle =� ;
(25) CurrentVoltage = Operating voltage of vertex�M;
(26) ¨ /* end if (22) */
(27) ¨ /* end for (15) */
(28) ¨ /* end for (12) */
(29) Adjust CurrentSchedule to accomodate CurrentVertex in CurrentCycle operating at voltage assigned above ;
(30) ¨ /* end while (02) */

Fig. 2. The CPF-Scheduler algorithm heuristic

of vertices in the DFG is total number of operations in DFG
and the total number of NO-OPs. The running time of finding
an operating voltage from the matrix for particular type of
operation is« ��k �. The statements from line 04-08 have
running time of¬ �P� P� k �. The worst case running time of
the statement in line 17 (or line 29) that adjusts the current
schedule is« �P�! P�. The running time of the code segment
between line 17-26 is« �P�! P� 	 « ��k � 	 ¬ �P� P� 	 ¬ �P� P�,
which is ¬ �P� P�, since it is always true that

P�! PH � k  P� P
.

So, the running time of the code segment from line 15-27
is ¬ �¦! P� P�. Thus, the running time of the code segment
line 12-28 is ¬ �¦! P�! PP� P�. The other statements of the
pseudocode have constant running time. So, the running time
or time complexity of the code segment in line 03-29 is¬ �P� PP� k P�	 ¬ �¦! P�! PP� P�	« �P�! P�. This can be simplified
to an weak upper bound on worst case running of the code
segment (line 03-29) under the assumption that

P�! P ® P� P
,

but in practice
P�! P  P� P

. Under the above assumption we
conclude that the worst case upper bound on the running time
of the code segement in line 03-29 is¬ �¦! P� P �. Considering
the while loop in line 02 the overall running time of the
algorithm can be written as¬ �¦! P� P P�! P�. Again under the
assumption that

P�! P ® P� P
, we conclude that the worst

case upper bound on the running time of the algorithm is¬ �¦! P� P¯ �. In other words,the heuristic runs in time cubic to
the number of vertices in the DFG. It can be noted that the
time complexity of the algorithm is independent of the number
of operating voltage levels.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The CPF-Scheduler algorithm was implemented in C and
tested with selected benchmark circuits. The benchmarks used
are :

(1) Auto-Regressive filter (ARF) (total 28 nodes, 16*, 12+,
40 edges).

(2) Band-Pass filter (BPF) (total 29 nodes, 10*, 10+, 9-, 40
edges).

(3) DCT filter (total 42 nodes, 13*, 29+, 68 edges).
(4) Elliptic-Wave filter (EWF) (total 34 nodes, 8*, 26+, 53

edges).
(5) FIR filter (total 23 nodes, 8*, 15+, 32 edges).
(6) HAL differential equation solver (total 11 nodes, 6*, 2+,

2-, 1, 16 edges).

Our algorithm can handle large DFGs and find solutions in rea-
sonable time. The parameters used to express our experimental
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results are shown in Table II. The look-up table construction
consists of two phases, such as input pattern generation and
cell characterization. We generate the primary input signals of
different correlations and perform the characterization of the
physical implementations of the library modules availablein
[29].

TABLE II

NOTATIONS USED TOEXPRESS THERESULTS°±
: total energy consumption assuming single frequency
and single supply voltage°²
: total energy consumption for dynamic frequency
clocking and multiple supply voltage,. ± : peak power consumption for any cycle assuming single
frequency and single supply voltage,. ² : peak power consumption for any cycle for dynamic
frequency clocking and multiple supply voltage,5 ±
: minimum power consumption for any cycle assuming single
frequency and single supply voltage,5 ²
: minimum power consumption for any cycle for dynamic
frequency clocking and multiple supply voltage³ ±
: execution time assuming single frequency³²
: execution time assuming dynamic frequency´°
: total energy reductionµ ¶£ ·¶¢¶£´,
: average power reductionµ ¸¶£ ¹º£ »· ¸¶¢ ¹º¢ »¸¶£ ¹º£ »´,.
: peak power reductionµ ¼_ £ ·¼_ ¢¼_ £´6,
: differential power reductionµ ¸¼_ £ ·¼� £ »· ¸¼_ ¢ ·¼� ¢ »¸¼_ £ ·¼� £ »@º : time ratio µ º¢º£

Our first set of experiments were carried out for the
� � r

model 1 (Eqn. 18) in which the cycle difference power is based
on the absolute deviation. We tested the scheduling algorithm
using the following sets of resource constraints (RC1, RC2,
RC3, RC4) :

(1) Number of multipliers :t at � I��
; Number of ALUs :t at � I��

,
(2) Number of multipliers :� at � I��

; Number of ALUs :t at � I��
,

(3) Number of multipliers :� at � I��
; Number of ALUs :t at � I��

and t at � I��
, and

(4) Number of multipliers : t at � I��
and t at � I��

;
Number of ALUs : t at � I��

and t at � I��
.

The sets of resource constraints were chosen so as to cover
resources at different operating voltages. The number of al-
lowable voltage levels was assumed to be two (� I�� H � I��

)
and maximum number of allowable frequencies are three. The
CPF-scheduler determines the frequencies, in this case they
are

� I�Q ½ ¾ , ¿ I�Q ½ ¾ , and tÀ I�Q ½ ¾ . The experimental
results for different benchmarks are shown in Table III for
different resource constraints. The results take into account
the power or energy consumptions in overheads, such as level
converters and dynamic clocking unit. This indicates that
the scheduling scheme could achieve significant reductions
in peak power, peak power differential, average power and
total energy with reasonable time penalties. The time penalty
for the ARF and HAL benchmarks circuits were relatively
high. For many cases, CPF-Scheduler could reduce energy
and power even without any time penalty or even with gain in
time. This happens when the performance degradation due to

multiplications in the critical path are adequately compensated
by the number of ALU operations in the critical path. For this
to happen, the ALU operations should be larger than or equal
to the number of multiplications in the critical path. This is
the case for most of the schedules obtained for the EWF and
FIR benchmarks indicated by the time ratio (�  ) of less than
or equal to one.

For the above experimental set up, we plotted the power
consumption per cycle, over all the control steps (clock steps)
for different benchmarks in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) for resource
constraints RC1 and RC3, respectively. The curves labeled as
”S” correspond to the profile when the schedule is operated
at a single frequency (which is the maximum frequency of
the slowest operator, the multiplier) and single voltage. The
profiles labeled as ”D” correspond to the case when dynamic
clocking and multiple voltage scheme are used. The effective-
ness of the proposed scheduling scheme is obvious from the
figures. Since the

� � r
is a complex function consisting of

several parameters, it is difficult to quantify the impact ofa
specific parameter accurately.

We also performed experiments with three voltage levels
(tI�� H � I�� H � I��

) and four frequency levels. The results could
improve within the range of� � t�� in terms of power
or energy reductions. However, the time penalty increased
by t�� . It is to be noted that the number of allowable
frequency levels should be as close to the number of allowable
voltages in order to keep the time penalty within a reasonable
limit. We performed the same set of experiments for the CPF
model 2 in which the cycle difference power is modeled
as cycle-to-cycle power gradient. The experimental results
indicate that the energy and power reduction were similar
with small differences, but there were no changes in terms
of time penalty. We conclude that the minor difference is due
to the fact that the quantitative difference between the values
of (

E[ L[�NE P� � �� P
) and (

E[ DE L [ DE�N E P� �F E � �� P
) are not

significant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

For deep submicron and nanometer technology designs used
in low power battery driven systems, simultaneous minimiza-
tion of total energy and transient power is beneficial. The CPF
parameter defined and used in this work essentially facilitates
such simultaneous optimization. The datapath scheduling al-
gorithm described in this paper is particularly useful for syn-
thesizing data intensive application specific integrated circuits.
The algorithm attempts to optimize energy and power while
keeping the time penalty at a minimum. The CPF-Scheduler
algorithm assumes the number of different types of resources
at each voltage level and the number of allowable frequencies
as resource constraints. The main contribution of this workis
a unified framework for simultaneous multicost space metric
optimization of different energy and power components in
CMOS circuit design. Future work could address leakage
reduction and interconnect issues. The effectiveness of the CPF
in the context of a pipelined datapath and in control intensive
applications needs to be investigated.
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TABLE III

POWER ESTIMATES FOR DIFFERENT BENCHMARKS(USING MODEL 1)

Bench- Power reduction details, Energy savings, Number of clock cycles and Time penalty
mark R Á. ± Á. ² ÂÁ. Á5 ± Á5 ² ÂÃÁ ÂÁ ÂÄ Å Æº Ç Á È

Circuits C ÉÊË Ì ÉÊË Ì (%) ÉÊ Ë Ì ÉÊ Ë Ì (%) (%) (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 9.30 2.83 69.60 0.26 0.52 74.50 71.40 47.57 18 1.6 0.52
ARF 2 18.33 4.77 73.96 0.26 0.52 76.47 68.30 47.57 13 1.4 0.55
(1) 3 18.59 4.84 73.96 0.26 0.52 76.44 71.72 49.87 11 1.5 0.58

4 18.59 7.26 60.96 0.26 0.52 63.25 59.10 29.49 11 1.5 0.62
Average values 69.62 72.67 67.63 43.62 1.5

1 9.30 2.45 73.62 0.26 0.52 78.64 65.80 46.69 17 1.3 0.55
BPF 2 18.33 4.20 77.10 0.26 1.67 86.03 58.81 46.69 17 1.2 0.47
(2) 3 18.59 4.84 73.96 0.52 0.97 78.59 71.09 48.61 9 1.4 0.61

4 18.59 7.33 60.60 0.52 0.97 64.84 64.01 32.02 9 1.4 0.64
Average values 71.32 77.02 64.93 43.50 1.3

1 9.30 2.83 69.60 0.26 0.52 74.50 50.90 42.44 29 1.1 0.66
DCT 2 9.30 2.83 69.60 0.26 0.52 74.50 50.90 42.44 29 1.1 0.64
(3) 3 18.59 4.84 73.96 0.26 0.40 75.75 67.70 42.93 15 1.4 0.39

4 18.59 7.61 59.05 0.26 0.40 60.63 65.19 38.49 15 1.4 0.25
Average values 68.05 71.35 58.67 43.58 1.2

1 9.30 2.45 73.62 0.26 0.52 78.64 41.17 44.43 27 0.9 0.56
EWF 2 18.07 4.07 77.49 0.26 0.52 80.09 37.49 44.43 27 0.9 0.30
(4) 3 18.07 4.07 77.49 0.26 0.40 79.38 57.89 44.73 16 1.2 0.39

4 18.07 6.55 63.75 0.26 0.40 65.49 53.10 38.45 16 1.2 0.25
Average values 73.09 75.90 47.41 43.01 1.1

1 9.30 2.74 70.52 0.26 0.52 75.45 58.54 46.11 15 1.3 0.42
FIR 2 9.30 2.74 70.52 0.26 0.52 75.45 58.54 46.11 15 1.3 0.47
(5) 3 18.59 4.77 74.32 0.26 0.40 76.12 51.21 46.77 11 1.0 0.53

4 18.59 7.04 62.15 0.24 0.40 63.77 40.69 27.21 11 1.2 0.49
Average values 69.38 72.70 52.25 41.55 1.2

1 9.30 2.45 73.62 0.26 1.67 91.38 72.32 50.58 7 1.6 0.64
HAL 2 18.33 4.49 75.53 0.26 1.67 84.44 64.70 50.58 5 1.4 0.76
(6) 3 18.33 4.49 75.53 0.52 0.97 80.27 72.48 51.84 4 1.5 0.64

4 18.33 6.97 61.98 0.52 0.97 66.32 57.14 25.00 4 1.5 0.63
Average values 71.67 80.60 66.66 44.50 1.5

Average values 70.52 75.04 59.59 43.29 1.3
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Fig. 3. Cycle power consumption of different benchmarks forvarious resource constraints
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